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While the US may be safe as the world's dominant economy for the time being, there are signs that it is starting to lose its edge as a technology leader. This is according to findings published by mobile analytics firm Flurry, which have recently studied application development and its origin. Their findings are insightful as they reveal that the US is no longer
leading the way in creating new applications, with its market share having fallen from 45% in 2011 to a paltry 36% in 2013. This contrasts with the landscape of the software industry in 2008, when America produced 68% of all sales units and distinguished imself as the clear market leader. While some may regard America's declining market share as
negative, it simply reflects the fact that the mobile app industry is now a truly global phenomenon. With developing economies such as China, Brazil and Russia now leading the way in technological innovation, Android users can enjoy an even more diverse range of apps. With that in mind, let's take a look at the most popular applications and the reasons
why you should download them.1. EasilyDo Smart Assistant: An app for Just About EverythingRating: 4/5 (3848 comments)Even though we all need a personal assistant from time to time, this is too much financial burden for most of us to bear. Thanks to the wonderful world of mobile apps, however, Android users can now access the next best thing with the
Easilydo Smart Assistant. Created by EasilyDo Inc., this multipurpose app allows users to access a fully functioning personal assistant service, which allows them to do everything from important monitor work emails to receiving birthday notifications and adverse weather warnings in real time. If you struggle to balance your personal and professional life, this
app will at least help ease the burden of a hectic schedule. 2. Vine: Application for AndroidRating Users: 4.2/5 (1127626 comments)Video is an increasingly important component of our daily lives, both in terms of the way we access information and the methods used to market products and services. In terms of video marketing alone, consumers are now
watching approximately 46 billion videos online each year and increasingly depend on information delivered through the audiovisual medium. The Vine app allows Android users to take advantage of this trend as it has the ability to shoot six second videos that can be embedded on Twitter and other social media platforms. Videos shot by the same user can
also be integrated into a single profile, so you can share multiple simultaneously with other users. 3. Duolingo: An application for language learning for freerating: 4.7/5 (3633169 reviews)While the development of social networks and remote interaction may have broken many of the barriers to international communication, the ability to several languages still
have considerable value. For people who need to relocate for work or are planning to travel to various global resorts, for example, multilingual skills may be worth their weight in gold. The Duolingo language app is one of the most innovative educational tools on the Android market, as it challenges users to learn their choice of Spanish, German, French,
Italian or Portuguese by asking them to match images with selected words. The app is also level and staged to be competitive, so successful responses will allow you to progress, while incorrect answers will cost you time and valuable points.4. The Pocket App: Viewing offline Online ContentRating: 4.5/5 (1247372 Comments)While browsing the Internet,
we're likely to encounter a number of media content. The packaged and congested nature of the World Wide Web makes it easy to overlook potentially vital content, so the Pocket app for Android phones therefore serves a crucial and often undervalued feature. In short, it allows you to save interesting content for offline reading, which means that you can
watch your videos, tutorials and articles at any time, regardless of whether or not you have an active internet connection.5. The Any.do: The Ultimate To-do ListRating: 4.5/5 (263062 reviews)While most of us will work from a to-do list at one time or another, how many of us actually complete the tasks incorporated in the time allowed? The Any.do'app will
help make you more productive by creating a real-time and easily accessible to-do list on your Android device. It also offers an audible reminder whenever a task is due, which in turn means there is no excuse for missing deadlines or forgetting important appointments. As a free-to-use organizational tool, it is among the best available to modern consumers.6.
The Camscanner app: The new face of digitalrating technology: 4.5/5 (896376 reviews)With the Camscanner app downloaded to your Android phone, your use of digital technology will never be the same again. Essentially, it negates the need for a conventional scanner as it processes documents using its Android camera. There is no limit to the number of
documents scanning, while the speed of the process is particularly fast. You can also edit these documents using this software, as the application features brightness contrast and modification tools.7. Google Keep: The Last Word in Note-taking ApplicationsRating: 4.4/5 (563724 reviews) While ticketing applications are not Again, Google Keep takes the
concept to a completely different level. To get started, it has a lot more capacity than standard tools, as you can download notes in real time while adding photos and reminders. In addition to this, the application also allows the creation of checklists and and notes, which can be accessed and shared at any time during movement. This allows you to keep your
notes organized within a single online space, without using alternative software packages.8. The Play Books EBook Reader: Absorbing Information While in MoveRating: 3.9/5 (1234656 reviews)If there is a trend that defines modern technology, it is the development of tools and applications that allow users to perform tasks during mobile. Take the Play
Books-compatible Android e-Book Reader, for example, which can be installed directly on your phone and features a full dictionary feature. This app is especially useful for students because it allows them to review the material and review their chosen subject while moving and regardless of their precise geographical location.9. The Merriam Webster and
WordWeb: The Ultimate Online DictionaryRating: 4.5/5 (370351 reviews)While Google's growing play store is full of functional dictionary and thesaurus apps, few of these have the reach and sophistication of Merriam Webster and WordWeb. With a wide range of words and concise definitions, this application also offers access to a pronunciation tool that
allows you to improve your speech and presentation. As purposeful and multipurpose applications go, Merriam Webster and WordWeb remains one of the most sought after among Android users. 10. Feedly: A Real Time Source of Global NewsRating: 4.5/5 (276322 reviews) News sites and resources are all the rage in 2013, especially as users like to enjoy
content from a number of alternative sources. The most popular app of its kind is Feedly, which has emerged as the most viable alternative to the now defunct Google Reader. With an easy-to-navigate interface and a number of variable viewing options designed to enhance the reading experience, Feedly allows you to take in breaking news at the touch of a
single button. The Bottom LineAs mobile app market and Android continues to grow and evolve, users are able to benefit from an increasingly diverse selection of tools and accessories. So while America's market share of newly designed and created apps may be declining, this isn't negatively affecting the level of innovation in the industry or the experience
of Android users. Your iPad ships with several useful apps, but these apps may not perform all the tasks you need. Go to the iPad App Store to find the free and paid apps you regularly use. To download these apps to your iPad, these apps are downloaded. The instructions in this article apply to iPads with iPadOS 13 or iOS 12 or iOS 11. The App Store is
available on all iPad models. To start the App Store on your iPad, go to your Home screen and tap the App Store icon. The App Store opens on the Today screen, which shows a curated selection of featured and popular apps. The contents of the Today screen Daily. Scroll down to see which apps Apple suggests. Typically, this screen has an app of the day,
a game of the day, and several collections of related apps. At the bottom of the Today screen (and the other App Store screens) are five icons: Today, Games, Apps, Updates, and Search. Tap one of these to go to this section of the App Store. If you're interested in playing on your iPad, select the Games icon at the bottom of the screen to go to the games
section of the App Store. Scroll through the Games screen to see the Best Games of the Week, games that curators recommend, game categories, a list of the top 30 free games and the top 30 paid games, and other game collections. Each game has a Get button next to it, which indicates that it's a free app (free apps can contain optional in-app purchases)
or an app price. If you see an app you're interested in: Tap an app to open the info screen. For example, to learn more about the Marvel Strike Force game, tap it. On the info page, read the developer's reviews and notes and see the app's graphics. This information can help you decide if you want to download it. If you're not interested in the app, go to the top
left and tap Games to return to the Games screen and search for another app. To download the app, tap Get (or the price of a paid game) to open a download screen. The screen describes the app and lists the name of your Apple account. Tap Install or the price to start downloading, and for paid apps, to check in your Apple account. In most cases, the
download time is only seconds. However, larger files take longer to download. The app is installed on your iPad. Look for your icon on the Home screen. To open the app, tap it. The App Store has more than just games. To find other apps across categories, go to the bottom of the screen and tap Apps. The process of selecting and downloading an app of
any category is the same as downloading a game app. On the Games screen, you'll see the best apps of the week, best-selling apps, best free and higher paid apps, publisher options, and more categories. If you know the name of an app you want – maybe a friend recommended it or you read a review online – don't scroll through the apps to find it. Instead,
go to the bottom of the screen, tap Search, and then enter the app name in the search field. Tap Find again and the app's info screen appears. It doesn't take long to fill the with applications. When your Home screen can no longer fit more apps, your iPad adds more screens. Swipe left or right on your iPad screen to scroll between app screens. You can also
move apps from one screen to another and create custom folders to keep apps. Learn how to move apps and organize your iPad. If you want to know how to browse your iPad, find the best apps and remove apps you no longer want, check the lesson guide of the iPad 101. Thanks for leting us know! Tell us why! What!
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